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Abstract—In this paper, we briefly revisit a resource allocation
strategy we recently proposed that aims at mitigating the impact
of selfish and malicious attacks in the intra-cloud network and
at improving performance for applications. This is achieved by
grouping applications from mutually trusting users into logi-
cally isolated domains (virtual infrastructures) with bandwidth
guarantees. Evaluation results show the benefits of our strategy,
which is able to offer better performance and network resource
protection against attacks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud providers implement datacenters as highly multi-
plexed shared environments. However, they lack mechanisms
to capture and control network requirements of the interac-
tions among allocated virtual machines (VMs). For example,
congestion control mechanisms used in intra-cloud networks
do not ensure robust traffic isolation among different appli-
cations, especially with distinct bandwidth requirements [1].
This enables selfish and malicious use of the network, allow-
ing tenants to launch performance interference (consumption
of an unfair share of the network) and denial of service
(DoS) attacks. These attacks result in unpredictable network
performance for tenants. More specifically, when available
bandwidth for an application goes below a certain threshold,
the total application execution time is elongated monotonically
[2]. Furthermore, the computation may have dependence on
the data received from the network (if communication speed
is reduced, the subsequent computation is delayed). Therefore,
we improve network resource sharing among applications in
the cloud by proposing a novel resource allocation scheme.

II. RESOURCE ALLOCATION STRATEGY

Our approach aims at improving both security and per-
formance for tenant applications. The security is increased
by mitigating the impact of selfish and malicious behavior
in the intra-cloud network, while overall performance is im-
proved by providing network performance isolation among
applications. Unlike prior work [3], we investigate a strategy
based on grouping of applications in logically isolated domains
(virtual infrastructures - VIs) according to trust relationships
between tenants, in order to maintain high resource utilization.
Moreover, the proposed approach does not require any new
hardware. In fact, it can be deployed either by configuring
network devices or by modifying VM hypervisors. The reader
may refer to [4] for details about the work.

III. EVALUATION

To show the benefits of our approach in large-scale cloud
platforms, we developed a simulator that models a multi-
tenant shared datacenter (with 64,000 VMs) and implements
our resource allocation strategy. We compare our strategy with

a baseline scenario (current cloud allocation scheme), in which
all tenants share the same network.

Increased security. Security is quantified by measuring the
number of mutually untrusted tenants assigned to the same
VI. It is desirable to have this value minimized, because
it shows how exposed applications are to attacks. Figure 1
shows that the number of applications is not the main factor
to increase security, but rather the number of VIs offered
by the provider. We find that the number of mutually un-
trusted relationships decreases, and thereby security increases,
logarithmically according to the number of VIs. Further, by
reducing interference, applications achieve better performance,
since interference in the network is one of the leading causes
for poor application performance in the cloud [3].
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Fig. 1: Security when allocating applications in the cloud.

IV. FINAL REMARKS

In summary, we have proposed a security- and network-
performance-aware resource allocation strategy for Infrastruc-
ture as a Service (IaaS) cloud platforms, which can be applied
on different datacenter network topologies, such as today’s
multi-rooted trees [3] and richer topologies (e.g., VL2).
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